


The Jericho High School Class of 1972’s fifty-year reunion took place on June 25, 2022, exactly 
fifty years to the day that we all attended our graduation ceremony at the C. W. Post  
Auditorium (now rebuilt  following a roof collapse and called the Tilles Center).   
 
The party, at the Homestead Restaurant in Oyster Bay, officially began  at one o’ clock. At that 
very same time a half century earlier, many of us were probably still wearing our graduation 
gowns. And maybe underwear, too, although there’s no way to verify that all these years later. 
Nor is it any of our business. 

 Your Name Here (pending check for $0.45 for overdue library book) 



 
What looks like a science fair exhibit is actually Phil’s latest arts- 
and-crafts project: the Great Wall of Photos, forty feet of more than 
two hundred photos of the class of 1972 during their senior year. 
 
Want to see the full exhibit without having to use a magnifying 
glass? Just click here.  
 
Now that the reunion is over, it’s back to making ceramic ashtrays 
and lanyards. 

http://jhs1972.net/Photos%204%20Reunion%20Displays.pdf


(Left) A table of artifacts 

contained all issues of the 

1971–72 Jer-Echo,  

articles from the JHS 

online alumni magazine, 

and more. Penny Schaefer 

Stabenfeldt brought her 

yearbook, and Andrea 

Celenza Embry contributed 

a souvenir from the spring 

1972 trip to Russia. 

(Above) We were fortunate to be able to afford everybody’s favorite 

verbose and corrupt veep, Spiro T. Agnew, as a front-door greeter  

after his Walmart gig fell through. He dressed up for the occasion in a 

Jericho High School football jersey bearing the number 50. Guess he 

stole it from Robert Erwin, who wore that number on the 1971 

Jayhawks. Which seems totally in character for ol’ Spiro. 

(Left) Ruh-roh. It’s one o’clock—party time—and no one is here.  

Maybe they all got cold feet? 

 

Wait: Has anyone checked the bar? There’s an open bar. Let’s mosy 

on over there and see . . . 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

Ah-ha! Just as we suspected.  

 

Over the following pages, you’re going to see a lot of the same faces, 

but in different combinations, which is kind of the whole point:  

everyone has different relationships with the other attendees. It could 

be a longtime friend, a long-lost friend, a new friend from previous 

reunions or from communicating on social media (“Liberal snow-

flake!” “Conservative fascist!“), onetime neighbors, former flames, 

teachers, and so on. 

 Thanks to Our Photographers! 

Philip Bashe 

Jay Brenner 

Elyse Colman Valentine 

Dee D’Acierno Mason (’68) 

Melissa Gordon Yuruckso 

Lori Light 

Leslee Moskowitz Catalano 

Dianne Oliva (’74) 

Bruce Stern 

(Left) Early arrivals include Mark Albin, Pat Cass 

Anvir, and Michael Lewis. Mark flew up from his 

home in Charlotte, North Carolina, and Michael 

from Florida. Pat winters in Florida but had to  

travel only from Baldwin Harbor, LI. 

(Right) Now, that’s school spirit! Penny 

Schaefer Stabenfeldt came all the way from 

Novato, California; Peter Savino and  

his wife, Barbara-Ann, live in Florida. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Left) Stephen Meister, Risa Sugarman Bellach, 

Andrew Celenza Embry, and Philip Bashe.  

Stephen, an attorney, and his wife, Melissa, 

shown below, left, with Cheryl Goldenberg, 

moved from Long Island to Florida in 2021. 

 

Andrea, a psychologist, lives in Massachusetts, 

while Risa and Phil both live on Lawn Guyland. 

 

(Below) Cheryl, at right, recently had a house 

built in Raleigh, North Carolina. 

(Left) Melissa Gordon Yuruckso also lives in 

North Carolina; Elyse Colman Valentine, in  

Florida. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

 

(Left) Randye Ringler and Jim Rudy. Randye 

lives in Queens, not far from her beloved  

CitiField, while Jim is in New Jersey. 

(Below) No flies at this bar, we’re happy to 

report, and no barflies, either. Michael Lewis, 

back to camera, chats with science-teacher-

turned-attorney Mr. Herbert Kramer and his 

wife, Joan. You knew her as Jericho Junior 

High music teacher Joan Ganz. In back are 

Melissa Gordon Yuruckso, Peter and  

Barbara-Ann Savino, and Mark Albin. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Left) Old friends Michael Lewis and Rachel 

Glickman. Rachel is a longtime resident of 

Manhattan. 

(Right) Last saw Robert Banner and his wife, 

Colleen O’Hora Banner (right), at our forty-

year reunion in 2012. Ilene (Idonna) Resnick 

(middle) flew out all the way from her home in 

San Diego. We hadn’t seen her since the big 

thirty-year party held in the JHS gym in 2002. 



What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

Amazing how many women came dressed in 

the ol’ JHS school color: bright orange,*  

starting below with Debbi Nathel Kazan, 

shown posing with Neil Goldman. 

 

*Wait—that doesn’t sound right ... 

(Below) Now there’s two of them? Celia Felsher, a retired  

attorney, chats with Randy San Antonio, while Robert Banner says 

hello to Debbi. At right are Robert’s wife, Colleen, and, manning 

the door, Jim Rudy. 

 

*Still don't think orange was our school color ... 

(Right) Seriously? Does orange breed or something?!? 

Cindy Rosenthal, in between Debbi and Celia, goes all 

in on the color. Jay Brenner, to his credit, resists the 

peer pressure and opts for a more neutral color  

palette.  



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Right) Philip Bashe plays the role of emcee. 

Unfortunately, he initially misread the crowd 

and launched into a gritty, urban street rap: 

“I’m no sucka MC / I’ll knock a chip off ya 

block / And my Glock, it is cocked, and—” 

 

Following the awkward silence and  

coughing, he switched gears to more of a 

Borscht Belt social-activities-director  

sensibility, which seemed far better suited 

to the occasion. 

 

Now, tucked into each alumnus’s photo-ID 

name badge was a Get Out of Jail Free card 

with an inmate number on the back. A  

drawing was held hourly, and three lucky 

alumni each won a $100 bill, with the ink 

mostly dry. 

 

(Right) And we have a winner: first, Cheryl 

Goldenberg, posing with Randy San Antonio, 

who flew in from his home in Grapevine, 

Texas. In addition to the cash, each winner 

was handed a Get Out of Your High School 

Reunion Free card, allowing them to leave 

at the end of the party. The others had to 

stay there indefinitely, pending a parole 

hearing. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(The other two winners were Randy (below, left, with Justin Bashe, who helped his dad pick the winning inmate 

numbers) and Jay Brenner (right). 

The microphone was open to one and all. If you wanted 

to reflect on your time at Jericho High School, or  

celebrate a friendship, or share the filthiest limerick 

you knew, the floor was all yours—and maybe even your  

fellow classmates’ attention. At right, Andrea Celenza  

Embry and Penny Schaefer Stabenfeldt look back on 

more than fifty (!) years of deep friendship. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Left) In a mighty impressive feat of memory, Cindy Rosenthal, who 

grew up on Clinton Lane, sings the Cantiaque Elementary school 

song in its entirety. It was particularly remarkable when you  

consider that not one of the many other former Cantiaque  

students present seemed aware that the school even had a song. 

It wasn’t all school songs and filthy limericks. In a touching  

moment, Peter Savino (below, left), also of West Birchwood, spoke 

movingly about his friendship with childhood neighbor Bruce Stern: 

“When I got married—you may not know—but my best man was 

Bruce Stern. And Bruce Stern has always been my best man all of 

my life. And I just wanted to make it here today to say that he’s still 

my best man.” 

 

Bruce (below, right) then got up to add a few kind words of his 

own. Nice, right? 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

Everybody, it seems, always wants to have their photo taken 

with Leslee Moskowitz Catalano. (Left) That’s Leslee with long-

time friend Cindy Block Ahroni-Dawkins.  

Right, top: from left to right, Leslee is  

surrounded by Melissa Gordon Yuruckso, 

Luise Halberstadt Linder, Cindy, Elyse  

Colman Valentine, and Pat Cass Anvir. 

 

Right bottom: “Okay, Luise, hit the sidelines; 

take a break. Rachel Glickman! You’re in!” 

Rachel is at far right. “Yes, Coach!” 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

JHS alumni with their better halves—or at least somebody’s 

better half. Below: Playwright Jonathan Rosenberg attended 

with his wife, Idonna Resnick. But that’s not Idonna—that’s 

Risa Sugarman Bellach. 

And (below) here’s Dr. Bernard Silverman with … Robert  

Banner’s wife, Colleen?!? What the—? 

(Above) Okay, at least here we have Bernard’s wife, 

Lisa Silverman, at right, with Janis Burket  

Romanoff. We know where Bernard is; now if only 

we can find Janis’s husband, Andy ... 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Left) Yay, we found Andy and were able to reunite him and 

Janis! (Good thing that even spouses get name badges.) The  

couple recently left Long Island for Beacon, New York. 

Meanwhile, how come no pics of Beverly Weissman Cogan, 

Lori Light, and Roberta Solomon Wolens, who were driving out 

together from Manhattan? Well, that’s because Beverly’s car 

developed a flat tire on the way. But no worries. As you might 

expect from a trio of resourceful women from Jericho, Bev 

jacked up the car and tended to the tire, while Lori checked all 

fluids and replaced a few gaskets, and Bobbi polished the 

chrome to a blinding sheen. As you can see, they made it. 

Beverly and Randy San Antonio. 

Roberta and Andrea  

Celenza Embry. 

Lori and Jay  

Brenner. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Left) Lori and Beverly pose with a  

fellow late arrival, Ellen Rader Smith 

(far left), who was stranded in traffic 

while driving out from her home in 

Montville, New Jersey. Ellen probably 

would have been better off biking it 

to Oyster Bay, as she’s an avid cyclist 

and hiker. Check out her Facebook 

page for photos of her exploits. 

(Below) Great to see Lee (Bloomrosen) Rose, who 

came down from Maine for his first reunion since 

2002. Celia Felsher lives in Mamaroneck, New York. 

(Above) It had been twenty years since we’d 

seen Douglas Hoffman (standing with Cindy  

Rosenthal), too. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Above) We had teachers in attendance, too, y’know. Randye Ringler (far 

left), Cheryl Goldenberg (right), and Debbi Nathel Kazan (far right) spill the 

beans with Mr. Herbert and Mrs. Joan (Ganz) Kramer. 

(Above) Mr. Bob Hoffman, teacher extraordinaire 

of social studies and economics, among other 

courses, snags some rays with Andy Romanoff. 

 

(Left) Mr. Ira Greene, in the red cap, taught history 

and social studies at Jericho, then became an  

attorney. That’s him with Patty Bashe and Justin 

Bashe. Justin, a history buff, loves picking Mr. 

Greene’s brain at every reunion. Plus, we see him 

several times a year because he’s a docent at the 

American AirPower Museum in Farmingdale. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

How about some group shots? First, at left, da 

boize: Jim Rudy, Doug Hoffman, Neil Goldman, 

and Randy San Antonio. 

Then, below, da gurlz: Melissa Gordon Yuruckso, 

Rachel Glickman, Risa Sugarman Bellach, and 

Idonna Resnick are infiltrated by Jay Brenner. 

(Left) Let’s see how many Jerichonians we can 

pack into this photo: Cheryl Goldenberg, Debbi 

Nathel Kazan, Cindy Block Ahroni-Dawkins,  

Idonna Resnick, Elyse Colman Valentine, Lori 

Light, Randy San Antonio, Beverly Weissman 

Cogan, Rachel Glickman, Cyd Crayne Rothstein, 

Melissa Gordon Yuruckso, Luise Halberstadt 

Linder, and, in front, Pat Cass Anvir.  



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

Time for trios. At left, Celia Felsher, Bruce Stern, 

and Cindy Rosenthal. 

Below: Rachel Glickman, Neil Goldman, and 

Luise Halberstadt, all of whom grew up in West 

Birchwood. Luise, incidentally, is married to Jeff 

Linder from the JHS class of 1970. 

Left: Michael Lewis, Melissa Gordon Yuruckso, 

and Idonna Resnick. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

Next, dynamic duos. Great to see Cyd Crayne 

Rothstein, who lives in Dix Hills, for the first time 

since the 2010 “Intergalactic Space Party”  

Reunion at Milleridge Cottage in Jericho. With her 

is Jay Brenner, who left Long Island a few years 

ago for the Hudson Valley,  

(Above) Ellen Rader Smith and Elyse Colman Valentine. 

 

(Right) Risa Sugarman Bellach and Stephen Meister. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

There was food, by the way, prepared with our age group’s needs in mind: Melba toast for everybody, plus lots of 

purées. It was good. Good and soft. Made us all sleepy. 

 

Here’s who’s who at this table. Counterclockwise from far right: Irena Choi Stern and husband Bruce, Barbara-

Ann Savino and husband Peter, Cindy Rosenthal, Penny Schaefer-Stabenfeldt, Andrea Celenza Embry, and, 

backs to camera, Debbi Nathel Kazan and Michael Lewis. These kids today and their cell phones ... 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

 

(Left) Lori Light, Roberta Solomon Wolens, 

Beverly Weissman Cogsn, Idonna Resnick, 

Cheryl Goldenberg, Doug Hoffman, Jim 

Rudy, and Ellen Rader Smith. 

(Above) The UK’s loss is the USA’s gain: after 

living in England for many years, Roberta  

Solomon Wolens (left) has returned to the 

States. Debbi Nathal Kazan (right) and her  

husband, Paul, split their time between East 

Birchwood and Florida.  

(Left) Great shot of Andrea Celenza Embry and 

Ellen Rader Smith. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Above) Lee Rose, Cindy Rosenthal, and Celia Felsher. As you 

no doubt recall, Lee and Cindy had major roles in virtually 

every school play. Today Lee is the director of the theater 

program and a teacher at Harpswell Coastal Academy, while  

Cindy has been a drama professor at Hofstra University since 

1998. 

(Below) Lori Light says hello to Patty and Justin 

Bashe. 

(Right) Andy Romanoff and Robert Banner, 

friends since elementary school. Andy lived on 

Saratoga Drive; Robert, on Ulster Drive. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

A doubly tragic day for the national  

pastime: Major League baseball players 

go on strike, delaying the start of the 

1972 season. And New York Mets  

manager Gil Hodges dies of a massive 

heart attack. Coach Yogi Berra is named 

as his replacement. 

(Above) Great smiles from Luise Halberstadt Linder 

and Melissa Gordon Yuruckso. Luise lives in Great 

Neck. 

(Above) Andy Romanoff, Ellen Rader Smith, 

Robert Banner, Idonna Resnick, and  

Bernard Silverman. Bernie, a physician, 

now lives in Manhattan with his wife, Lisa, 

after many years in Massachusetts. (Given 

the average age of our cohort, we’re  

always happy to have at least one medical 

professional on the premises.) 

(Left) Roberta Solomon Wolens, Debbi 

Nathel Kazan, Cyd Crayne Rothstein, and 

Mark Albin. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Left) Celia Felsher, Peter Savino, and Bruce 

Stern. Bruce lives in Bronxville, New York, not 

too far from Celia. 

(Below) Looks like everybody’s hangin’ with 

Leslee again. In front are Pat Cass Anvir, 

Leslee Moskowitz Catalano, Cindy Rosenthal, 

and Cindy Block Ahroni-Dawkins. Standing 

are Patty and Justin Bashe. 

(Left) Lee Rose and Randy San Antonio. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

Jim Rudy gets around! (Left) Jim, Beverly 

Weissman Cogan, Lori Light, Risa Sugarman, 

and Debbi Nathel Kazan. 

 

 

 

(Below) Jim and Cheryl Goldenberg. That’s  

Spiro Agnew in back, eavesdropping on their  

conversation. 

(Left) Jim bookended by Bruce Stern and Mark  

Albin. It’s interesting how relatively few  

members of our class are retired. One  

exception is Bruce, who retired in 2020 as  

executive officer of Assured Guaranty. Jim still 

practices law, while Mark is a veteran  

marketing and promotions strategist. Before 

moving from New Jersey to North Carolina, he 

spent ten years as deputy director of  

marketing and public relations for the Newark 

Museum. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

Happy hour on the moon? I guess the alcoholic beverage of 

choice would be moonshine? Apollo 16 astronauts John 

Young and Charlies Duke Jr. cavort on the lunar surface.  

Only two more men will ever walk on the moon, when the 

final Apollo mission, Apollo 17, is launched in December. 

(Left) Love this shot of Beverly Weissman Cogan 

and Mr. Ira Greene. 

Ditto this picture of Stephen Meister and Lori 

Light, below. 

(Left) Jay Brenner, Andrea Celenza Embry,  

Penny Schaefer Stabenfeldt, and Peter Savino. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

“All right, Mr. DeMille, I’m 

ready for my close-up.”* 

 

If you didn’t know better, 

you’d think these snaps 

were taken at a photo booth 

on Coney Island. 

 

*From Sunset Boulevard 

(1950) 

First, Melissa Gordon Yuruckso with 

Rachel Glickman …. 

… and Elyse Colman Valentine ... 

… and Beverly Weissman Cogan ... … and with Beverly and Elyse. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Right) Some great smiles from Mark Albin,  

Penny Schaefer Stabenfeldt, and Patty Bashe ... 

(Below) … and from Mr. Ira Greene and Idonna 

Resnick ... 

(Right) … and from Barbara-Ann Savino and  

Justin Bashe. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

Starting around 3:00 p.m., with the class of 1972’s fifty-year reunion 

in full swing, Jerichonians from other classes start showing up for the 

tenth annual Gathering of the Tribes party. Which makes for some 

interesting photos. 

(Above) Neil Goldman (right) and his 

older brother, Mitchell, from the JHS 

class of 1968—who, by the way, are 

an extraordinarily fun bunch. 

(Right) Former next-door 

neighbors in East Birchwood, 

Beverly Weissman Cogan 

and Marty Arkin (‘68). 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Left) Philip Bashe (right) with the class of 1974’s 

Dianne Oliva (far left) and Deena Libes. Deena 

was representing her older brother, Richard  

Libes (’72), who was going to attend the fiftieth 

reunion with Doug Hoffman, but he and his wife 

were scheduled to fly to Sweden a few days later 

to visit their son, and he didn’t want to take a 

chance of getting Covid. Such is the new normal. 

Deena, who lives in Huntington, filled in  

admirably. 

(Above) Great to see Cindy Rosa Pelzar Kornreich 

from the class of 1971, shown here flanked by 

Cyd Crayne Rothstein (left) and Barbara-Ann 

Savino (right). 

 

(Left) Roy Fiorino, also from the class of ’71 (far 

right), catches up with Andrea Celenza Embry, 

Penny Schaefer Stabenfeldt, and Peter Savino. In 

some cases, people were seeing alumni from  

other classes for the first time in literally decades. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Above) Jim Rudy chats with fellow attorney Bruce Steiner 

from the class of 1968. 

(Above) Judy Friedman Sadick (’73) and 

Leslee Moskowitz Catalano. 

(Lest) Justin Bashe with Saundra Gumerove (’68), 

an attorney specializing in legal issues pertaining to 

people with special needs. (She is also the mom of a 

developmentally and learning disabled adult  

daughter.) Justin attended the JHS Alumni Hall of 

Fame induction ceremony with his dad in 2010, the 

year that Saundra was inducted, and he found her 

speech “incredibly inspiring.” Ever since, they enjoy 

seeing each other at our annual alumni gatherings. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Left and below) If you’re wondering what’s going 

on here, you’re not alone. Alan Foxman (JHS ’74, in 

authentic Jericho baseball cap) and Mark Albin 

(left) re-create an apparently traumatic memory for 

Alan from a million years ago when Mark plunked 

him in the arm with a pitch. Emotions were still 

running high, and both benches emptied, but we 

all wandered around aimlessly, forgetting why we’d 

gotten so worked up in the first place, and then 

eventually returned to our respective tables before 

any punches were thrown. 

(Left) Likewise, if you’re confused by the sight 

of Jim Rudy kneeling and kissing Randye 

Ringler’s ring, you should know that it’s a 1986 

New York Mets World Series ring. Randye has 

had a fascinating career in professional sports, 

including fifteen years with the Amazin’s in 

sales, marketing, and operations.  



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Left) Happily, things continue to stay weird. Why 

Alan Foxman is kneeling before his classmate 

Deena Libes is anybody’s guess, but, hey, we just 

take the photos, we don’t interpret them. Like 

Deena, Alan was pinch-hitting for his older sister, 

Wendy (’72), who lives in Massachusetts and had 

a previously scheduled wedding to attend. 

(Above) Alan with Doug Hoffman. 

 

(Left) Deena with Idonna Resnick. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

(Left) Bruce Steiner (’68), Beverly Weissman 

Cogan, Melissa Gordon Yuruckso, and Ellen  

Rader Smith. 

(Below) From the class of ’73, Judy Friedman 

Sadick and Randye Ringler. Randye graduated a 

year early, with us, and at the age of just sixteen 

was a freshman at Cornell University. 

(Left) Onetime neighbors in West Birchwood, 

Grace Andresini (‘68) and Neil Goldman. 

Grace’s younger sister, Linda, graduated in 

1972 and now lives in Massachusetts. 



   What’s Going On 
The World During Your Senior Year 

Two days before we graduated, the US Congress passed the  

Education Amendments of 1972. One of its statutes, Title IX,  

protects people from discrimination based on sex in education  

programs or activities that receive federal financial assistance,  

including school athletic programs. Peanuts cartoonist Charles M. 

Schulz felt so strongly about the inequity toward girls and women 

that he had Peppermint Patty and Lucy Van Pelt explain the issue to 

a sympathetic Charlie Brown. 

(Left) We had cool tunes playing throughout the party, 

though everybody was too engrossed in conversation 

to notice, as it should be. But with the party winding 

down, Penny Schaefer Stabenfeldt kicked off her 

heels and danced with (a) Michael Lewis, then (b) 

Mark Albin cut in, and, finally (c), she and Peter 

Savino danced a sedate foxtrot to that sedate-foxtrot 

staple, “School’s Out” by Alice Cooper. The 50-song 

playlist consisted of the diverse music you would have 

heard on AM and FM radio from September 1971 

through June 1972: 

31. John Lennon, “Imagine” 

32. Todd Rundgren, “Couldn’t I Just  

       Tell You” 

33. America, “A Horse with No Name” 

34. The Dramatics, “Watcha See Is 

       Watcha Get” 

35. Ten Years After, “I’d Love to 

       Change the World” 

36. Led Zeppelin, “Rock and Roll” 

37. Billy Preston, “Outa-Space” 

38. Bread, “Everything I Own” 

39. Lee Michaels, “Do You Know What 

       I Mean” 

40. Jethro Tull, “Aqualung” 

41. Sly and the Family Stone,  

      “Family Affair” 

42. Joni Mitchell, “California” 

43. David Bowie, “Changes” 

44. Harry Chapin, “Taxi” 

45. Malo, “Suavecito” 

46. Marvin Gaye, “Inner City Blues  

       (Make Me Wanna Holler)” 

47. Paul McCartney, “Too Many  

       People” 

48. James Brown, “Hot Pants” 

49. Rare Earth, “I Just Want to  

       Celebrate” 

50. Alice Cooper, “School’s Out”  

1. Rod Stewart, “Maggie May” 

2. Isaac Hayes, “Theme from Shaft” 

3. Allman Brothers Band, “One Way Out” 

4. Don McLean, “American Pie” 

5. T. Rex, “Bang a Gong (Get It On)” 

6. Aretha Franklin, “Rock Steady” 

7. Beach Boys, “Long Promised Road” 

8. Paul Simon, “Mother and Child Reunion” 

9. Rolling Stones, “Rocks Off” 

10. Joe Tex, “I Gotcha” 

11. Carole King, “Sweet Seasons” 

12. Deep Purple, “Smoke on the Water” 

13. Grateful Dead “Not Fade Away”/“Goin’ Down the Road  

       Feeling Bad”  

13. Cat Stevens, “Peace Train” 

14. Al Green, “Let’s Stay Together” 

15. Badfinger, “Baby Blue” 

16. Commander Cody and His Lost Planet Airmen,  

       “Hot Rod Lincoln” 

17. Elton John, “Tiny Dancer” 

18. Staples Singers, “I’ll Take You There” 

19. Van Morrison, “Tupelo Honey” 

20. The Who, “Won’t Get Fooled Again” 

21. Neil Young, “Heart of Gold” 

22. The Chi-Lites, “Oh Girl” 

23. The Faces, “Stay with Me”  

24. Carly Simon, “Anticipation” 

25. Jackson 5, “Sugar Daddy” 

26. The Band, “Life Is a Carnival” 

27. Jackson Browne, “Doctor My Eyes” 

28. Santana, “Everybody’s Everything” 

29. Yes, “Roundabout” 

30. Jean Knight, “Mr. Big Stuff” 



… And as the clock struck 5:00 p.m., and the sounds of “School’s 

Out” faded away into the ether, the party officially (a) evolved or  

(b) devolved (choose one) into Gathering of the Tribes 10, our annual 

multiclass reunion.  

 

(Below) As always, the JHS class of 1968 was well represented. From 

left to right, standing, are Bruce Steiner, Paul Jendrzewski, reunion 

committee member extraordinaire Dolores “Dee” D’Acierno Mason, 

Marty Arkin, Grace Andresini, and Nick Pellicoro. Sitting are Maxine 

Suchotine Rand, Saundra Gumerove, John Molina, and Michelle  

Edelheit Black. (Apologies to Michelle for not getting her fully in the 

frame.) 

(Left): Roy Fiorino (’71), Dianne Oliva 

(’74), and Mark Silverman. Although 

Mark is from Westbury, he’s an  

honorary Jayhawk who graduated in 

1972. 

(Right) Randye Ringler, Mark  

Silverman, Mark Rosenfeld (’70),  

Jim Rudy (back to camera), Manny  

Scarpinato (’68), and Roy Fiorino 

(’71). Standing behind Mark  

Silverman is Joel Levinson  

from the class of  1971. 



(Above) From the JHS class of 1974, we have Deena Libes, Caryn 

Buchner Coville, who came with her husband, Tim, Dianne Oliva, and 

Leslie Rothkopf Berkman. Deena, Caryn, and Dianne all live on Long 

Island, but Leslie ventured out from New Jersey. It was such a  

beautiful day (in something like twenty reunions since 2002, if you 

count the Hit ‘n’ Run Reunions down in Florida, we’ve always had  

perfect weather), she made sure to hit the beach first. 

(Left) Dee D’Acierno Mason, Grace  

Andresini, and Mark Grand from the 

class of 1968. 

(Right) Charming photo of friends Cindy Rosa  

Pelzar Kornreich (’71) and Dianne Oliva (’74). 



(Left) Neil Smilowitz, from the class of 1968, 

brought his daughter Amber. 

(Right) Sisters Estelle Oliva Scarpinato (’70)

(she’s married to Manny Scarpinato from the 

class of ‘68) and Dianne Oliva (‘74). 

(Below) Mark Grand from the class of ‘68 with history 

teacher Mr. Ira Greene, who began teaching at Jericho 

that year. 



(Left) The class of 1975 turned out 

in droves as usual. From left to 

right are Mike Diehl. 

(Right) Rick Scher, surrounded by Cindy 

Rosa Pelzar Kornreich and Dianne Oliva, 

took a break from planning the class of 

1970’s belated fifty-year reunion, which 

was held two weeks later, on July 9, to 

make it to Gathering of the Tribes 10. In 

addition to him, Estelle Oliva Scarpinato, 

and Mark Rosenfeld, their grade was  

also represented by Danny Fischer and 

his wife, Meryl Ross Fischer. 

(Above) gorgeous shot of Dee D’Acierno 

Mason (’68) and Amber Smilowitz. 



(Right) Grace Andresini (‘68) at right with 

classmate Paul Jendrzewski’s guest, Janice 

Gilormini. 

(Below) Friends Marty Arkin and Mark Grand. 

(Below) Cindy Rosa Pelzar Kornreich and Dianne Oliva polish off 

what’s left of the cake, leaving a whole half sheet. What to do 

with it? 

 

Backstory: The class of 1968 recommended to Phil a bakery in 

East Norwich, LI, they’d used for their fiftieth reunion in 2018. Except the price 

he was quoted for a half sheet cake was $275-plus. Not only was that too rich 

for our paltry budget, but even it we could have afforded it, unless it was filled 

with 24-karat gold shavings and the keys to a brand-new Maserati, no way were 

we going that route.. At a certain point, cake is just … cake. 

 

So Phil put in a call to old reliable Costco. “What’s that? $19.95 for a sheet 

cake large enough to serve sixty? Inscription included? Hell, I’ll take two!” In an 

email a few days later, one alumnus raved about the cake, saying, “That was no 

run-of-the-mill sheet cake.” Actually, it was about as run of the mill as they 

come. I mean, it was from Costco. 

 

In the meantime, we had an 

entire inscribed half sheet 

cake with no one to eat it. 

But no one wanted to throw 

it out, either. As it would 

turn out, a number of  

alumni hung around  

outside in the Homestead’s 

courtyard until almost  

midnight, and the cake 

served as a form of dinner. 

They shared it with the 

members of the rock band 

that was performing all 

evening, too, until there 

was none left. 




